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Losses due to time delays

Summary

This memo summarises the losses due to time delays in the SMA system, and provides target
specifications for the delays at various points.  With the relatively aggressive specifications
presented here, the total loss of integration time is 3.2% in typical operation.  The largest
contributors are slew time, blanking between 10 msec integrations, and hot load calibration.  Much
of that time is fixed, limited by telescope slew rate and other unchangeable quantities.  The part
which is due to communication and control delays is roughly 0.6%.  Emphasis should be placed on
minimizing overheads in those places.

Introduction

In building the SMA, one of our goals is to keep wasted time to a minimum.  It is easy to forget
this and allow 1 or 2 second delays here and there to add up to a significant total.  To put this in
perspective, consider that a 10% loss of integration time is equivalent to a 5% loss of sensitivity.
We put a large amount of effort into gaining sensitivity when building our antennas and receivers,
so it is important not to throw it away elsewhere.  At IRAM, I was told that things used to be
expressed in terms of the antenna cost.  For the SMA, this would be roughly $100k per 1%
sensitivity, or $50k per 1% of integration time, and this figure would double if the receiver costs
were added in.  Therefore it is well worthwhile to try to deal with any losses which approach the
level of 0.5%.

As with other losses, such as decorrelation due to phase errors in lobe rotators, the general goal is
to reduce the losses to a negligible level (<0.01%), if possible.  If this is not possible, any non-
negligible losses should be examined, and ways sought to minimize them.

The effect of the time delay associated with any given operation depends on how often that
operation is carried out.  To make estimates, I have considered a typical observing mode, and a
range of appropriate worst-case modes.  In some instances, the parameters of the worst-case mode
are actually limited by the time delays, so the comparison is not perfectly objective.  In weighing
the results, the typical case is emphasized.
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For completeness, the timing of the basic observing cycle is also included in the table of losses.
We will have a minimum integration period of 9.92 seconds, with no gaps between these
integrations.  We will support shorter minimum integration periods, provided that the number of
channels recorded is proportionally reduced by averaging or other selection.  This period will be
made up of a series of 320 msec Walsh cycles, which will also have no gaps.  Each 320 msec
Walsh cycle consists of 32 x 10 msec periods, each of which includes a blanking time of 50 μs.
This blanking time was discussed in Technical Memo 88, and is set largely by signal travel times
across the array plus the fill time for the correlator lag chains.

Typical Observing

The typical mode is an 8 hour track where there is a 20 minute calibration cycle, with the program
source observed for most of the time and the calibrator measured once every 20 minutes.  The
calibrator will typically be some distance from the program source, say 10 ˚.  A passband calibrator
is measured 2 times during the track, as is an amplitude standard.  These will be far from the
source, say 90˚, and will require large slews.  The integration times on these objects are not
included in my calculation of time losses, since they are not under our control, and will vary from
source to source.

The amplitude calibration is referred ultimately to our amplitude standards, but the scan by scan
amplitude calibration is carried out by measurements of hot and ambient loads, along with the sky.
The sky is measured continuously during the integrations, so no extra time is required for it.  The
continuous measurement has a second advantage that it provides a continuous calibration for
changing sky conditions, so the required frequency of calibrations is determined by the receiver
stability and not by the weather.  I have therefore assumed that the hot/ambient measurement is
carried out twice per 20 minute cycle.  This method of taking on-source sky measurements will
introduce errors for some very bright sources in good weather, and in those cases, separate off-
source sky measurements may be required.  If the system is unstable, or if high precision
measurements are required, we may take more frequent measurements.  Conversely, if things work
well, we may be able to measure the loads once per cycle.

The passband calibration will be some combination of measurements of an internal noise source
which will determine our channel by channel calibration with high signal/noise ratio, and
measurements of a celestial source, which will have much lower s/n, but which will enable us to
determine the overall passband shape.  Since the passband should be fairly stable, these
calibrations will need to be done only a couple of times per track.

The typical sequence is then as follows:

START

Set up LO and Receiver

Set up Correlator

Slew to Calibrator
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Measure Hot, ambient

Integrate for 5 minutes

Slew to Program Source

Measure Hot, ambient

Integrate for 15 minutes

Slew to Calibrator

.

.

Slew to Passband Calibrator

Measure Hot, ambient

Integrate for 5 minutes

Slew to Amplitude Standard

Measure Hot, ambient

Integrate for 5 minutes

.

.

Slew to Program Source

Measure Hot, ambient

Integrate for 15 minutes

Slew to Calibrator

Measure Hot, ambient

Integrate for 5 minutes

END

Worst Cases

There is no single worst case observation, since different operations are stressed by different
experiments.  However, we can  find a range of difficult observations:

1) Mosaicing
This is likely to be a common observing mode, where we observe several adjacent fields in the
same session.  For mosaicing we want to move rapidly between a small number (~6) of adjacent
fields.  The slews are very small, ~1’.  Ideally we would visit every field in the ~40 seconds before
the earth’s rotation carries the interferometer to a significantly new uv point, so that all fields would
have identical beams, but this is probably impractical in the largest configuration.  The allowed time
increases inversely with baseline however, so even in the B configuration, we would be allowed
~120 seconds, and a reasonable target would seem to be 20 seconds dwell per point.  The
mosaicing cycle would then be the same as the typical one, with the integrations on the program
source replaced by:

Move to field 1
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Integrate for 20 seconds

Move to field 2

Integrate for 20 seconds

.

.

.

Move to field N

Integrate for 20 seconds

Move to field 1

Integrate for 20 seconds

.

.

2) Frequency agile scans
There are several types of observations where we might want to switch frequencies rapidly, for
example if we were doing a spectral scan, or trying to observe two nearby lines during a single
track.  I assume that we should be able to change very fast between such close frequencies, and I
base the calculations on the assumption that we might want to interleave maps of 2 bands with 60
seconds per band.

A second type of frequency agility involves changing the correlator mode. This should not be
required for calibration, since the A/D bandwidths are always fixed, but there may be cases where
we wish to switch between high and low resolution modes, or to make changes in conjunction with
frequency switches.  I therefore adopt the same worst case of 2 bands with 60 seconds per band.

Complete changes of receiver will take longer, since mirrors have to be moved.  Since our
snapshot ability is limited, we will probably not change frequency as much as, say, the VLA does,
but I have based the calculations on a switch every half hour.

3)  Single-dish position switching

The requirements here are similar to those for mosaicing.  We wish to switch rapidly between
source and reference positions, typically 30’ apart, with a dwell time of 10-60 seconds at each
point. A good time to consider is 20 seconds.  We may want to move faster in some cases, but
single dish observing will only take a fraction of our observing time, so I am not pushing this to an
extreme.  The requirements are similar to mosaicing.  The sequence is:

Slew to Source

Integrate for 20 sec

Slew to Reference

Integrate for 20 sec

Slew to Source

.
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Hardware and Software Considerations

All delay times here are measured from the end of one integration to the actual start of the next.
Thus, in general, they consist of the following elements:

Fetch next command

Look up position, frequency, or mode from disk

Pass data down to appropriate CPU

Calculate actual hardware settings

Set hardware

Iterate adjustments if required until position or frequency is acquired

Notify correlator that data are valid

Start integrating at next 320 msec period

At the cost of increased software complexity, there is scope for speeding these steps up by
lookahead or caching techniques.  Most of the demanding modes are repetitive, so small caches of
source positions or hardware settings could make a significant difference to software delays, with a
modest increase in complexity.  Lookahead is possible, since once we have started the previous
integration, we know precisely when it will end and we could prepare for the next.  These
techniques would be considerably more complex to implement, however, and should certainly not
be considered initially.

For long slews, we are dominated by the drive limits.  I assume that we can slew at 2 ˚/sec in
elevation and 4˚ in azimuth, with accelerations of 2˚/sec/sec and 4˚/sec/sec, respectively.

Update rates can be significant contributors to time delays.  Since our integrations are quantized in
units of 320 msec, we have a typical loss of 160 msec and a worst case of 320 msec, just waiting
for the next integration to begin.  There are similar losses associated with the drives, where azimuth
and elevation are fed in at some update rate.

Discussion

The times specified here are fairly aggressive, and if they can be achieved, the total overhead in
normal operation is 3.2%.  This is dominated by the telescope slew times, at 1.64%, with the next
largest contribution from blanking time at 0.5% and the hot load calibration at 0.4%.  Of these
times, comunication and control overheads in the computer and servo contribute 0.3%, and they
are dominant sources of loss in mosaicing.  So, while we should strive to keep all systems as fast
as possible, we should take particular care that we do not waste any time in executing position
switches and in hot/ambient load calibrations.
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